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Clue 5

This is it!!! Last clue before we see our Starry Compass! We will cut and piece two more 
units, then a little more cutting before the big reveal. 

We are making hourglass units today in two different colour ways. Here are our units for 
today:

Firstly, let’s get the cutting for our units sorted.
Lap Twin Queen King

LIGHT 5-1/4” strips 1 1 1 2

-cut into 5-1/4” squares 3 5 7 9

-cut on BOTH diagonals 
for triangles 12 18 28 36

MEDIUM 5-1/4” strips 1 2 2 3

-cut into 5-1/4” squares 6 9 14 18

-cut on BOTH diagonals 
for triangles 24 34 56 72

DARK 5-1/4” strips 1 1 1 2

-cut into 5-1/4” squares 3 5 7 9

-cut on BOTH diagonals 
for triangles 12 16 28 36
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Using this chart, make your required number of light/medium and medium/dark 
hourglasses.

I started by cutting laying my squares RST (right sides together) with the medium on the 
top of the other colour. I then cut the squares on BOTH diagonals. 

With the 90° angle at the top (closest to my needle) I sew down the straight edge. This will 
form a larger triangle and half of the hourglass. Here are a couple of pics of them once 
together. 

Then turn them opposite each other and make your hourglass, nesting your seams.

Again, there are heaps of ways out there to make hourglasses. You can make them using 
your preferred method, just please make sure your units measure a 4-1/2” square. I 
pressed toward the MEDIUM. This will make for better nesting of seams in the future.

Check out my whopping “diamond ring” in that first pic! Gift from a fellow quilter, pins at the 
ready! Nearly takes the entire photo though!!!!!

I know the pic has my seam toward the DARK, but I had to go back and re-press my units 
as they didn’t nest. Please don’t do as I did, please press correctly the first time!!

Lap Twin Queen King

Light/Medium 
Units 6 9 14 18

Dark/Medium 
Units 6 8 14 18
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Let’s cut those final units so we can just sew, sew, sew when the reveal is released! We 
will be cutting our LIGHT and DARK fabrics. We will be cutting 4-1/2” squares of both. Use 
this final chart to cut your squares:

Lap Twin Queen King

LIGHT 4-1/2” strips 3 4 7 8

-cut to 4-1/2” squares 24 32 56 72

DARK 4-1/2” strips 3 4 7 8

-cut to 4-1/2” squares 24 36 56 72
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